Dear Friends of Muonde:
We hope you are well and a least arguably sane. It has been a hard year for the world. So too for Muonde and
Zimbabwe. We open here with a statement
from Ken, and then turn to hear their stories.
First things first: with this note we mourn the
loss of one of Muonde’s key leaders, Mai Jabu,
in August. Those of you who have visited
doubtless recall her as an irrepressible ball of
love and humour, and an activist in both the
domestic architecture and agro-ecological
programs who could reduce any group to tears
of laughter with her anti-patriarchal tirades.
Engaged with Muonde folks for almost forty
Mai Jabu in typical flow at a Muonde Meeting
years, and a leader in the local church, her
legacy includes the adoption of many local AIDS
orphans and in the mentoring of young women. She had visited hospital for a long-term health condition and
contracted COVID.
Meanwhile we still mourn the tragic loss of Allyc’s dear husband and
ardent Muonde supporter, Mr. Mutanda, who passed from COVID in
January. Thank you to those of you who have reached out to her.
Zimbabwe went into COVID with the health system already in
tatters; during the very first wave the District Hospital itself closed
after the staff went down with COVID as they were left operating
without PPE. Vulnerability was only enhanced by the return to
hyper-inflation and economic meltdown. For many years Zimbabwe
has relied on remittances from the diaspora in South Africa, London
and beyond, and from informal traders: all these migrants struggled
under lock-down. Therefore, when the government sought to freeze
movement and the communities closed their boundaries the
livelihood pressures were appalling.

With Mai Jabu it was never dull

With a small COVID-response grant from Nia Tero, Muonde was able
to provide public health education, promoted a simple hands-free
handwashing device, pioneer measures to control infection risk at
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communal sites like water points, and distribute locally-purchased food relief to the most vulnerable as well as
indigenous small grain seed varieties to help people prepare to feed themselves in the next rains.
These measures, the self-sufficiency of the Muonde-associated villages, the good rains that came at the end of
2020, and community diligence meant people were somehow more or less able to keep COVID out of the
community until the end of 2020. Indeed, it was only with Delta and other variants from mid-2021 that a wave
of infection spread through the villages. COVID infections arrived at the same time as mass vaccination, and
unfortunately the world’s crazy social media swamped sound public education. Muonde action researchers
will now busy themselves with a second small grant from Nia Tero, properly documenting what is happening
and seeding development of realistic community protocols for preventing funerals and vaccination drives
becoming themselves transmission zones. Andrea Cornwall, who in the 1980s taught at this area’s first
Secondary School (Gwavachemayi) while undertaking research with the Muonde Team on indigenous
understandings of fertility and contraception, is now exploring a collaboration with Muonde on a communitybased learning model for participatory approaches in health emergencies. Andrea is now Pro-Director of
Research and Enterprise at the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) in London. We hope such a
collaboration can be as fruitful as that with the wonderful Dr. Melissa Eitzel, now at UC Davis with the Center
for Community and Citizen Science, who has now co-published with Muonde seven articles and other research
products on participatory mapping and modelling. In addition to scholarly efforts, both Melissa and her
partner (and fellow Muonde volunteer) Jon Solera have continued to support Muonde team members over
WhatsApp during the pandemic, providing information on masks, hygiene, and vaccination where information
has been scarce, with Jon’s statement on vaccination safety going out on Emmanuel Hove’s blog.
With COVID, food sovereignty, domestic
hygiene, and a genuine local economy have
all have all become – literally – a matter of
life and death. As the world turns
increasingly uncertain, Muonde’s model of
fomenting indigenous innovation rooted in
participatory research, cultural action, and
transformative equality looks increasingly
prescient. Highlights include near
completion of the Muonde Agro-Ecological
Centre with its training facilities and solar
powered irrigation. The Team are
particularly grateful to the funders who have
stuck with them – Kephalos Research Fund
and Tikva Grassroots Fund– and to others
who continue to step up, including the Global
Alliance for Green and Gender Action
(GAGGA).
Muonde continues to spread its ideas across the country, and is encouraged by news such as that recently
from Plumtree, far to the west, where many water harvesting contours have now been installed by dry area
farmers. Our dear Zephaniah Phiri’s ideas now criss-cross Zimbabwe. Meanwhile, one of Muonde’s farmers,
Kelfas Hove, won the National Field Day competition of the Department of Agriculture, and the team has even
managed to train the Agricultural Mechanisation Department in the use of the humble A-Frame for farmer
pegging of water harvesting structures and they themselves now recommend it!
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The Muonde Trust AgroEcological Centre
The great news is that Muonde’s Centre is
now operational, with a solar powered
borehole enabling the irrigation of dry season
vegetables, a forty feet diameter meeting and
training room requiring only plaster and floor.
The Centre has multiple functions, including
as a vehicle for financial self-sufficiency. At
one point this year Muonde managed to earn
$2,000 for their tomatoes, despite economic
turmoil. They also provide food from this
garden for the vulnerable. The Centre has
the area’s first reliable internet service, which
will transform research and management. It
also has a chalet room for future Muonde
volunteers and visitors (assuming this
pandemic eventually ends!)
The Muonde team is particularly grateful to
World Centric for the initial support to build
this Centre.
Irrigated plot of one of the farmers trained at Muonde Centre

Thatching the main building at the Muonde Centre
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Ester Sibanda, Muonde’s Pre-School Teacher
wanted to share with you all that:
"I'm happy to see Muonde preschool moving to
the Centre with guidance from community and the
mother school, Mhototi Primary school. With
Muonde now having WiFi, it's now easier for me
to keep track with relevant child education
curricular."
Adnomore Chirindira, of the Agro-Ecology Centre
reflected that: "I'm a generational thinker who is
leading activities at the Centre where we are
championing organic farming, zero chemical
horticulture projects, analogue forestry,
traditional herbs growing and traditional food
cooking trainings."

Compost-making demo at Muonde Centre

Handsome Fundu, Agro-Ecology Centre tells us: “I now consider myself a doctor of water harvesting. I'm
enjoying great fruits of water harvesting, fruits such as fish farming, ducks and fruit orchards. I also received a
lot of lessons working at Muonde demo plot over the years".
Solomon Ndhlovu, Livestock Department informs you that "Muonde cattle are doing and they are providing
our demo plot with manure and milk for workers' breakfast".
Much of Muonde’s work is now focused on reintegrating trees into the agro-ecosystem, with nurseries,
orchards, hedging, and run-off harvesting for trees, including with women’s groups like Kupfuma Ishungu with
the help of GAGGA, who have been planting the semi-perennial legume cowpeas, and using the Centre for
demonstrating this work.
Funds are needed to complete construction of the Centre, including a small block for the pre-school, and to
replace the broken-down vehicles so to enable the distribution of produce and move people readily between
their homes and the Centre.

Ester Sibanda

Adnomore Chirindira

Handsome Fundu
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Solomon Ndhlovu

Water Harvesting & Agro-Ecological Extension
Water Harvesting has now become the norm in this arid landscape and has
transformed the farming system itself as well as levels of productivity and drought
resilience. It guarantees harvests in poor rainy seasons and enables dry season
micro-irrigation. It has meant intensification and diversification on small plots
incorporating orchards, perennials, fish, and vegetables, while building carbon-rich
soils. It has also provided a haven for biodiversity, recharged the aquifer, and
reduced soil erosion from run-off. This year the team is seeking resources to
develop a suite of methods to attempt a quantitative assessment of these impacts.
2020-2021 was an exceptionally wet year; the quality of pegging, construction and
maintenance meant all structures held and prevented the kind of massive gulley
erosion seen in the last super wet year in 1998, when there was nothing to hold
back the rainwaters.
The Team asked us to relay the following:
Austin Mugiya - Water Harvesting Department: "I am happy the farmers
themselves have mastered the art of pegging water harvesting structures and they
are spreading the gospel especially in the new stands and resettlement areas."
Ndakaziva Hove, Water Harvesting: "I fenced my field using stones [i.e. built a dry
stone wall] and planted mango trees inside, I'm also harvesting beans without
disturbances from livestock. My homestead rainwater harvesting pond is
flourishing with tomatoes, garlic and tomatoes ".
Vallising Mtombo - Water Harvesting: "Me and my husband, we are now enjoying
the fruits of water harvesting. We sold 15 buckets of guavas and now we have a
good fish project at home. We hope to host further Muonde harvesting trainings
at our homestead in the near future".
Beaula Ngwenya, Weather Department: "Through our Muonde Weather station
we discovered that this year is one of the best in terms of rainfall. Our weather
station was like a radio station which provide updates to farmers prior, during and
even now after the harvesting".
Vonai Ngwenya, Water Harvesting Officer: 'It's great that I have implemented
water harvesting structures at my homestead instead of just preaching what I
don't do. As a result, I'm now a proud owner of a Grocery Shop.
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Godknows Zhou, Manure study "I'm happy people have grasped the essential
concepts of harvesting more manure from cattle. With the good rains of the
previous season, we foresee a great season again this year with soils well
nourished".
Britain Hove, Arts and Culture and Stone walling "I'm happy with increasing
numbers of stone kraals and as a community in Madzoke we have managed to
create a boundary between arable and grazing lands using stonewalls. I'm also
happy with the trees flourishing at Rambotemwa sacred forests".
Muonde’s work has
been featured in a
remarkable Gaia
Foundation Project “We
Feed the World” where
photographer Pieter
Hugo assembled images
like that of Benedict
Shumba, in his field of
traditional droughtresistant white sorghum.
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Women’s Empowerment & Domestic Architecture
The domestic architecture program continues to
diffuse local innovations in home and kitchen design
that improve women’s lives at little or no cost
including in the areas of lighting, water, toilets,
waste management (including plastics), storage, and
cooking-smoke control. Muonde uses competitions
that recognise women’s innovations to inspire
women to take leadership in their homes.
Meanwhile the Women’s Savings Club started by
volunteer Cynthia with a 50th Birthday Gift has gone
from strength to strength in building women’s
enterprises and incomes, and capitalising small steps
towards a more circular economy in Mazvihwa.

New design of kitchen to release wood smoke

The single group started among Muonde members
has now birthed ten different saving clubs across the
area, and contributed so much to women’s financial
independence. Over the past three years they
enabled women to buy household appliances and
some even livestock like goats and cattle. However,
from early 2020 March the clubs have been affected
by Covid and inflation. Due to financial policy
Empty plastic bottles filled with sand can attractively replace
inconsistence the Zimbabwean currency has been
concrete to prevent erosion undermining kitchen walls
rotating between USD, RTGS cash and RTGS plastic
money. This process has happened rapidly in an
inflationary context, so that those in the know can
Sadza!
use speculation to suck the value out of savings and
rural businesses, whose financial assets have in turn
become nearly valueless. We got a kind donation to
boost the women’s groups from Tikva Grassroots,
while the savings clubs discuss how to operate in
ways more resilient to inflation and other pandemics.
The most promising suggestion they have is holding
assets in small livestock like
chicken, and Muonde is now
deliberating on the operational details before the funds are released to the groups.
Shamiso Gwatipedza, Women Empowerment and Domestic Architecture "The Fushai
Project [Women’s Savings Club] empowered community women so much. It brought
financial independence and personally I bought two big solar panels and two batteries
and now I'm aiming for a fridge. In terms of Architecture the way shelves and separate
kitchens are increasing in Mazvihwa is so encouraging. However, there is still a need for
ward-to-ward workshops and trainings. I'm hurt by the death of Mai Jabu."
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Mapping, Documentation & Research
Muonde continues its lively tradition of action research and documentation using data they mapped using GPS
in previous years. More recently they have updated the map of functioning borehole wells in Mazvihwa and
producing a map of war bases for the government to compensate those who put their lives on the line during
the Liberation War. The model developed with Melissas that shows the trade-offs between using land for
grazing and for arable cultivation has continued to inspire young farmers to seek stands in fallow fields rather
than in the remaining woodland, and to inspire local leaders to recommend this approach. With improved
internet access, the team can get better tech support from Friends of Muonde, and resume trainings on digital
mapping as well as discussing long-term data maintenance strategies for the Muonde archive. The team
continues to think about ways to make the agro-pastoral model accessible to new audiences, like using videos
and pamphlets.

Moses Ndhlovu, Digital documentation Officer - "After shooting an 11episode local drama written by Emmanuel, I discovered there is so
much untapped talents in the community. Considering how I started, I
now have vast experience in video making and editing as justified by
the quantity and quality of videos uploaded to Muonde’s YouTube
account. Heartfelt gratitude to Robert Hickling. Our next goal is to
refresh our website and turn it into a live space we can manage
ourselves now that we have WiFi at the Centre"

Abraham Changarara, Digital Documentation and GPS, "GPS enables
mapping that is a game changer, grazing area is now finished and
through GPS we are encouraging people to make use of idle fallow
fields turning them into new stands. With GPS we calculated the exact
numbers of land invaded in the grazing lands and the area occupied by
those who heeded our calls. We found out that those who used old
arable land rather than converted woodlands into homes have saved
at least 50 hectares of land in the grazing area".

Daniel Ndhlovu, Research Officer - "I was recently inspired by a PELUM
[Permaculture] Workshop I attended which tackled the issue of controlled
grazing and agro-pastoral management which is our main challenge as
the community. If resources and time permit, I can't wait to train my
community and even extend the training all over Zimbabwe ".
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The Management Team
Below is a report from and appeal Allyc, Muonde Trust’s Director of Operations & Administration.
This year started stormy for me with the loss of my dear husband Tinashe
Mutanda who succumbed to COVID 19 on the 6th of January 2021.I would like
to thank everyone who reached out to me at my lowest and others who are
continuously checking on me as I am in my healing journey.
We also lost one of Muonde backbones in terms of women empowerment
Mai Jabu. Though she was sick, Mai Jabu supported me so much when I lost
my husband. I still hear echoes of her frail voice when she called me trying to
be strong for me “Alice take heart my daughter I am deeply saddened by this
news its only that I am not well I wanted to come and be with you. This is a
difficult time for you but God will give you strength, and I will keep phoning
you and praying for you.”
As Muonde Trust we have had an incredible 2020 and half of 2021 amidst of
the problems our organisation and the community has remained resilient. We had the first recorded case of
Covid 19 in March 2020 however the first wave of infections was not as severe as that from Delta and SARS 2
which affected Zimbabwe from December 2020 to date. It is believed to have been escalated by the opening of
borders from neighbouring countries especially South Africa. Beitbridge, which is the political border between
South Africa and Zimbabwe is very porous. It personally saw a lot of returning Zimbabwean citizens coming
back home without proper travelling documents or COVID testing.
The spread of Covid 19 saw the country imposing lockdowns which were good for halting the spread of the virus but detrimental to livelihoods and education. Most people rely on farming and remittances from their relatives in urban areas. Due to high unemployment rate in Zimbabwe people get their livelihoods from informal
employment which has been severely affected by lockdowns. From the results of research we did in 2020 a
majority of people were complaining that they had to send food to their children in town because they had
been incapacitated by lockdowns. Women savings group were also affected by Covid as well as inflation.
Abraham Ndhlovu, Director – “I'm happy for my team which is doing well
despite financial challenges. They have mastered the art of resilience,
they live, breath and spread it every day, everywhere".
We managed to get a new funding partner on board, namely Global Alliance for Green and Gender Action (GAGGA) through the help of Muonde
Volunteer, Naama. Daniel has been managing the project well. It has a
group of women working on a demonstration plot for Analog forestry at
Muonde Agro Ecological Centre. These women, as part of their land
preparation, grew cow peas, harvesting 5 buckets in 2020 and 20 buckets in 2021.The harvest from 2020 was purchased from them by Muonde
and used as a nutritious part of the food hampers we prepared for the
most vulnerable during lock downs. This year they are waiting for prices
to stabilise because the middleman is buying farm produce at a very low
price and to later resell it at a higher price at the Grain Marketing Board or urban markets. However, there is
need for Muonde to see how they can support the farmers to ensure that they come together to provide the
volumes needed to reach bigger markets and also ensuring that there is enough diversity for household food
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sovereignty all year round before selling. With funding from GAGGA we were also able to research water and
land rights among women with a sample across the whole of Zvishavane District.
While our Agro-Ecological Centre is not yet complete I am proud of what we have achieved so far with the help
of our different partners. We have managed to host farmers from Gutu, Plumtree, Insiza, Zambia and surrounding communities in Zvishavane district who come to learn and also share with us what they are doing.
We have a pending invitation from the community in Zambia who want to learn more about water harvesting
and also share with us the work they are doing. This travel and training have been disturbed by COVID, but we
hope to send some of the community members when the environment normalises.
At the Centre we have a preschool which was established to cut
the distance small children were obliged to walk going to school.
We work in partnership with the Ministry of Education. However,
the education sector has been disrupted by the pandemic. Many
children have been benefiting from online lessons. This however
has put a serious disadvantage on the rural children who do not
have access to phones or internet but are required to sit for an
examination with children who are privileged to get online lessons during the whole lockdown time. In consequence rural children have simply failed their life-setting examinations. In 2020
our neighbouring school Gudo Primary saw a 0% pass rate on
grade seven results. As Muonde team we are appealing to our
partners to help us with on line lessons for our rural students so
that they can catch up with others. We are intending to use the
facilities at our Centre as a base because we now have internet.
We are looking for second hand mobile phones, laptops and desktops for this project. We will ensure that social distance is maintained and they will be a duty roster to be followed of staff and volunteers. This picture has been circulating on
social media and triggering debate on different forums. As Muonde we have hope that with support from our
friends and partners we can prevent the pandemic from destroying the prospects of a new generation in
Mazvihwa community. We have made a separate write up and budget for this education intervention which
can be provided upon request.
Let’s also voice to Muonde’s drivers:
Witness Chisenga - Driver - "As driver at Muonde I'm currently saddened because all our vehicles are outdated
and down. If possible we can acquire a new one and make transportation of produce and workers easier.
Cephas Ndhlovu, Driver – “As a driver I'm pleased
I can help Muonde with my small car I bought
when the organization has transport and other logistical problems".
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Arts, Culture and Education
A key line of work has been restoring Mazvihwa’s sacred
forest, the “Rambotemwa”, both spiritually and physically.
The indigenous trees the Muonde team has planted there are
doing very well, but they also see the need for the resources
to encourage the community to fence the forest with dry
stone walling to prevent damage from livestock and other
encroachment. This work is getting surprising amount of
recognition. A Mazvihwa Gala Muonde was asked to organise
was supposed to be officially launched by Zimbabwe’s
President and our Chief (Mazvihwa) at the Rambotemwa on
13 June but was cancelled at the last moment when COVID
cases spiked. We had done the preparations, dance groups
rehearsals, beer brewing; plans are still in place if COVID
allows.
The Mazvihwa traditional dance groups established to help
restore the relationship between music, ritual and land have
been very successful culturally, and also economically. Before COVID they had started being invited to perform
in national festivals and other events like weddings, thereby gaining some income. To assist them survive
during lockdown (when gatherings and performances were banned), the Muonde team introduced the Fushai
(Savings Club) to them in 2020 starting with the little they have saved. That initiative is changing their lives and
mindsets; they have even bought some regalia on their own to complement what they already received from
Muonde Trust. The Rambotemwa Protection Committee are now trying to do this also!
COVID has closed the schools in Mazvihwa and the children have no facilities to study remotely, and face lifechanging exams at the end of the year. Muonde is planning to provide them internet access at the Centre
while Muonde staff guide their studies.
Emmanuel Hove, Arts, Culture and Education Officer reflects: "I'm happy to see people turning to traditional
herbs and meals in the time of this COVID pandemic, this is a true justification of Muonde Trust's Cultural
restoration and revitalization projects. It's my hope to see the traditional herbs growing, traditional food
cooking trainings and indigenous knowledge
systems researches spreading to other
wards of Mazvihwa and even beyond".
This program is full of energy to expand,
with the traditional leaders asking for
training and support and interest across the
community in restoring lifeways in
Mazvihwa.
Emmanuel is meanwhile about to publish
an anthology of a hundred of his Shona
poems; he started to write after the Chisiya
Workshop that Muonde organised with
famed local writer and Friend of Muonde,
Emmanuel Sigauke.
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Goodbye, Mai Jabu

Mai Jabu & her Husband Shasha (Photo Pieter Hugo)
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